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1 Outline of research program

Humans are bounded agents. We have limited cognitive abilities and we must ration
scarce cognitive and physical resources to achieve the best outcomes possible given our
abilities. The study of bounded rationality asks what rationality comes to for bounded
agents.

Rational choice theory is typically outcome focused, asking how features of beliefs and
actions count in favor of adopting them. However, cognitive resources and abilities
constrain not only the beliefs and actions we adopt, but also the process of inquiry by
which we adopt them. For this reason, bounded rationality is process focused, focusing on
the higher-order question of how rational agents should inquire.

My research aims to develop an account of rational inquiry for bounded agents and
to apply that account to resolve philosophical, scientific, and ethical challenges. Below, I
say how I plan to accomplish this aim through my existing research, future research, and
plans for conference organization and grant funding.

2 Papers under review

My papers under review fall into two clusters.

Developing a consequentialist account of rational inquiry

Epistemologists have developed many accounts of rational belief such as evidentialism,
reliabilism, and coherentism. But we have no general accounts of rational inquiry. The
papers in this cluster develop and defend a consequentialist account of rational inquiry.
My strategy is an extended explanatory argument: a consequentialist view gives plausible,
non-revisionary accounts of many proposed norms of inquiry.

I Norms of inquiry (under review): This paper develops and motivates a consequen-
tialist account of rational inquiry, then shows how it can resolve three puzzles: the
importance of avoiding trivial inquiries, the role of friendship in inquiry, and the role
of logic in good reasoning.

II Duties to gather evidence (under review): This paper continues the explanatory
argument for consequentialism through a detailed case study of duties to gather
evidence.

Bounded rationality

The papers in this cluster engage directly with problems raised by bounded rationality and
develop and defend normative claims traditionally associated with the bounded tradition.
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I Bounded level-separation (under review): This paper argues that bounded agents
sometimes form irrational beliefs, intentions, and preferences as a result of fully
rational inquiry. I argue that we should respond with a sharp separation between
norms governing inquiry, and norms governing its outcomes such as belief, intention
and preference.

II Satisficing reclaimed (under review): This paper uses a case-study of satisficing to
motivate seven normative claims traditionally associated with the bounded tradition.
I defend two normative consequences of these claims. First, rational inquirers can
be predictably incoherent and exploitable. Second, norms of inquiry should show a
modest anti-intellectualism.

3 Papers in progress, and future plans

My future research will develop and extend my existing program in several ways:

Linking consequentialism to bounded rationality

My dissertation links consequentialism to bounded rationality by using a consequentialist
account of rational inquiry to account for problems and challenges raised by bounded
rationality. I will condense this argument into a paper, “Inquiry under bounds” (in
preparation), arguing that consequentialism provides a good account of norms of inquiry
for bounded agents.

Ethical applications

I am working with Andreas Mogensen (Oxford) on a pair of papers applying bounded
rationality to future ethical challenges.

I Heuristics for longtermists (early draft): A prominent challenge for consequentialist
theorizing about the long-term future is that we are substantially clueless about the
long-term consequences of our actions. This paper uses the cluelessness challenge for
consequentialism to argue that heuristics are sometimes better-suited than Bayesian
methods for making decisions about the long-term future.

II The precautionary heuristic (in preparation): One of the best-known principles for
managing environmental risks is the Precautionary Principle, which says on a pop-
ular formulation that cost-effective methods should be taken to prevent scientifically
plausible risks. This paper argues that the Precautionary Principle is best understood
as a decisionmaking heuristic, and uses this interpretation to clarify the scope of
the Precautionary Principle as well as to confront some theoretical challenges to the
principle.

Clarifying contested scientific claims

Scientific discussions are replete with normative claims about bounded rationality that
are contested in part because their content and motivation is unclear. I aim to clarify and
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defend the best versions of these claims. For example, it is claimed that rationality is
ecological, or environment-relative. This is often interpreted in a highly externalist sense
to mean that only the actual structure of the environment, not our knowledge of the
environment, is normatively relevant. In “Ecological rationality for internalists” I will
develop a more internalist-friendly reading.

Metaphysics of inquiry

The prevailing view about the metaphysics of inquiry is that inquiry is coextensive with
a class of interrogative attitudes such as curiosity, doubt, and wondering. “Inquiry and
intention” (in preparation) will argue instead that inquiry, like most diachronic activities,
is coextensive with a type of intention (roughly: the intention to settle a question).

Philosophical applications

Bounded rationality has important implications for a number of philosophical discussions.
Section 6 of “Norms of inquiry” argues that a consequentialist account of rational inquiry
can clarify the ways in which logic is, and is not, normative for reasoning. “How logic is
normative for reasoning” will expand this argument and apply it to recent discussions of
the normativity of logic.

4 Organizing and grants

There are small, but quickly growing communities of philosophers studying inquiry and
bounded rationality. I want to promote dialogue between these two communities. To that
end, I have organized:

I A workshop on bounded rationality: (With Branden Fitelson and Ned Hall) at
Harvard in October 2019.

II A panel of norms of inquiry: at the 2020 Annual Meeting of the Southern Society for
Philosophy and Psychology in March 2020.

I have grants under review to fund a second, more interdisciplinary workshop on bounded
rationality at Harvard in June 2020. (Co-PIs: Branden Fitelson, Ned Hall).

I Foundations of Human Behavior Initiative, Harvard: Grant under resubmission
($27,073).

II Provostial Fund for the Arts and Humanities, Harvard: Grant under review ($5,000).

In the short term, I would like to continue organizing conferences on inquiry and bounded
rationality and build a track record of successful grant funding. My long term goal is to
secure a major research grant to fund a larger project on these topics.
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